Consequently, we have been working since 1998 to ensure that wind and solar plants are optimised and are able to run continuously.

We offer a comprehensive range of services with customised solutions: technical & commercial.

Driven by the vision of combining renewable energies with intelligent service, we accept our responsibility to our environment, to our customers and business partners and to our employees.

That’s why we offer the highest quality, total reliability and utterly professional delivery for all our services. Thus, being environmentally responsible has benefits for everyone.
More than a good job!

Our Health, Safety and Environment Program (HSE) secures occupational health and safety as well as environmental management during all project phases of our work.

The best of both worlds!

Quality management certified by DEKRA
ISO 9001

Focus on maximum output

In the Technical Management we monitor all plants by remote data transmission in Germany and abroad: 24 hours a day, on Sundays and holidays – without exception. We don’t miss a single drop in performance. We initiate necessary countermeasures on an ad-hoc basis.
We do that!

Maintenance and repair of complex power stations require a high level of expertise. Nothing would happen without our special know-how, cutting-edge equipment and, of course, a readiness to do things properly. This is the only way our customers can be sure that everything necessary is being done. With over 120 colleagues we’re working on the plants every day – across Germany, locally in Italy and in Portugal.

A focus on service, with costs in mind

Optimum yields require solid commercial management. We work to minimise costs and increase revenue. We represent the operator’s interests in all commercial matters and develop sustainable concepts.

Heavy weight in maintenance and repair

Replacing large components like gear units, rotor blades or generators is precision work. With precision and power our special teams not only move extremely heavy components, but also repower whole wind farms.

Top-class engineers

We ensure that your wind and solar power plants can feed energy smoothly into the public grid and take on facility responsibility for the electrical systems. We provide complete servicing and maintenance and repeat testing for transformers and transmission stations. We communicate with grid operators and implement EEG amendments – as requested by customers.
The service - in Germany and internationally

for wind turbines and solar power plants

- Technical management
- Maintenance & repair
- Commercial management
- Replacement of large components
- Repowering
- Special service transformers & power supply protection
- Complete service for frequency converters
- Gear unit videoscopy
- Operation and maintenance for photovoltaic systems
- Consulting